Information Technology Solutions
Land Transportation Services
The Visibility You Want. The Integration You Require.
When it comes to land transportation, knowledge is power. And finding a
provider that can deliver better data and shipment visibility is worth its weight
in gold.
No one understands this better than APL Logistics. As one of the world’s
leading 3PLs, we’ve seen just how much our clients require robust, flexible
systems that work well with their existing technologies. And we’ve responded
with a full suite of IT solutions that are among the industry’s best.

Service Highlights
Regardless of whether you ship via train, truckload, LTL or parcel, APL Logistics
offers the advanced IT solutions needed to support your ground transportation
efforts throughout North America. Just as important, we provide full
integration with your existing infrastructure.
Our capabilities include:

•• Fully integrated TMS
-- Optimization, including transportation planning across all services and

modes
-- Compliance and routing guides
-- Automated planning and execution for load building, tendering, equipment
selection and freight audit/payment
-- Integrated Web visibility such as track and trace, event history, shipment
detail and Proof of Delivery

•• Advanced data connectivity
-- Support of common data exchange formats: ANSI x12, EDIFACT, XML
and flat file.

-- Web-based information exchange and exception management
-- Shipment event status via EDI from the carrier or a “carrier Webpage”
feature that includes manual updates for load status
-- Flexibility to work with a range of data transfer and security protocols
such as AS2 and Secure FTP

•• KPI dashboards and reporting
-- Measurements such as actual savings by order, inbound carrier compliance
reports, transit times, on-time deliveries and appointment time accuracy

-- Single-source visibility to key reporting measures
-- A full range of standard and customized report templates to meet your
data visibility requirements

•• Web-based visibility
-- Real-time information regarding shipment status, inventories and order
status

-- Decision support for long- and short-term planning and operations
-- Advanced data security
-- Password-protected access to maintain your data’s confidentiality
Plus, we offer you the advantage of integrating all of these services with your
global transportation program, so you can enjoy seamless supply chain quality
from end to end.
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Information Technology Solutions
Land Transportation Services
Benefits to Your Business
By choosing APL Logistics, your company is getting far more than a just a
collection of advanced, scalable technology capabilities. You’re also gaining a
host of advantages such as:

•• Visibility - anywhere, anytime – Your company’s users will appreciate

the convenience of accessing our Web-based TMS from anywhere via
Web browser. And your finance department will applaud the reduced
implementation and administrative costs.

•• Cost savings – Our systems’ unparalleled ability to help you select the best

modes, routes and equipment – and create the most cost-effective loads –
leads to lower freight-related expenses on a variety of levels.

•• Greater automation – APL Logistics’ TMS minimizes manual touch points, so
you can maximize quality and efficiency.

•• Multi-format flexibility – The open-platform design of APL Logistics’ EDI

gateway assures smooth and easy communication via a wide range of data
exchange protocols, formats and security models.

•• Seamless, swift data exchange – Thanks to our integrated data connectivity,
interfacing with your trading partners has never been easier – or faster.

•• Single-source convenience – Whether you’re looking for freight payment

and audit, carrier relationship management, performance management, data
analysis or all of the above, you can finally enjoy a single point of contact for
all of your company’s land transportation needs.

A Strong Track Record of Excellence
Technology solutions are just some of the many reliable
services offered by APL Logistics, a company with a
long and distinguished history as a logistics provider and
innovator. Over the years, we’ve pioneered some of the
industry’s most advanced systems and services. Now we’re ready to turn that
experience and innovation into greater supply chain convenience and efficiency
for you.
Contact your APL Logistics account manager today.
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